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Abstract

This is the sat-nms CSM User Manual  It mainly describes the sat-nms Communication

System Monitoring software
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1 Overview
This is the online user manual describing the sat-nms CSM communication system monitoring

software.

There is also a printed version of this document, but we recommend to read the documentation

online, as the user manual makes extensive usage of hyper-links which help you to jump quickly

to topics which are related to that one you're actually reading.

The main sections of the user manual are:

Operating the sat-nms Communication Systems Monitoring Software The communication

systems monitoring (CSM) enables the operator easily to watch the signal spectrum selected

links or channels by means of a spectrum analyzer and to program a measurement

sequence which checks the usage of certain channels with cyclic measurements in the

background.

If you are not familiar with this Web based online help system, you may want to read the following

chapter ' How To Use The Online Help ' , which briefly explains how to navigate thru the online

help.
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1.1 Using The On-Line Help
The user manual of the sat-nms software is built as a large set of hyper-linked web pages. The

NMS and M&C server software contains it's own Web server which makes the user manual to all

client workplaces.

Invoking The Online Help

Most windows of the software contain a help button in the tool-bar (  ). This button launches

the Web browser installed on your computer and shows the help page explaining the features of

the window where you clicked to the help button. Once you are in the online help system, you

may use the hyper-links to navigate.

The Navigation Buttons

Each help page has a header and a footer, much like a page of a printed manual. Header and

footer contain navigation buttons which let you move thru the manual:

 --- Advances to the next page within the logical structure of the user manual. This is

useful if you want to read the online help like a book, page by page.

 --- Goes one page back. Don't confuse with the 'back' button, which recalls the page you

recently have watched. The left arrow button is the opposite of the button described above.

 --- Jumps to the bottom of the page. This will have an effect only if the page is larger than

the Web browser window.

 --- Jumps to the top of the page.

The title of a page shown in the header also acts as a navigation hyper-link: it leads to the

chapter which is one level above in the hierarchy. If you repeatedly click to the page title, you

always will end up at the 'Overview' page.

The Quick Menu

On the left side of the window you find a colored area, the Quick Menu. It contains a number of

hyper-links which lead to the main sections of the table of contents. You may use the Quick Menu

as a live belt to surface from any page to the top level of the manual.

2 Operating The SATNMS Communication
Systems Monitoring Software
The communication systems monitoring (CSM) module for the sat-nms network management

software enables the operator easily to watch the signal spectrum selected links or channels by

means of a spectrum analyzer and to program a measurement sequence which checks the usage

of certain channels with cyclic measurements in the background.

The chapter Concepts describes how the CSM works and gives some background information

how to setup measurements in order to get reliable results. The other chapters introduce each

individual screen of the software, describing the operation of the software detailedly. These

screens are:

Spectrum Analyzer List Window A small overview window showing the state and the

performance of each spectrum analyzer managed by the CSM. Implements also the CSM

main menu.

Measurement List Window A list of all measurement a particular spectrum analyzer is
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programmed to in the CSM.

Interactive Spectrum Analyzer Window A simplified replication of the spectrum analyzer's

frontpanel which lets you operate the device interactively. The CSM software uses this also

to set the parameters of programmed measurement.

Channel Properties Dialog When a measurement definition is edited by means of the

'Interactive Spectrum Analyzer Window', it contains the definition of satellite channels which

are to measured. The 'Channel Properties Dialog' edits the parameters of a channel

definition.

Measurement Properties Window You may use this window to change some parameters of a

measurement without interrupting the measurement sequence. The Measurement Properties

window presents the spectrum analyzer settings and the channel definitions parameters of a

measurement in a simple form.

Channel Status List Window Shows all channels measured by the CSM or a subset of them

in a list. Displays the measured levels 'live' as the values are acquired.

Channel History Chart Window Lets you query the channel level history database of the

CSM. Draws a level chart for a channel over an arbitrary time interval.

Channel Live Chart Window Shows the measured level of a channel in a chart which updates

automatically. Shows up to 24 minutes of the recent measurement results.

Spectrum View Window Lets you watch the CSM what spectrum it is measuring for a certain

channel / measurement definitions. Automatically updates the spectrum witch each

measurement cycle of the CSM.

2.1 Concepts
To do the automated channel level measurements, the CSM uses a simple and flexible structure:

1. The CSM controls one or more spectrum analyzers, each equipped with an optional input

switch to select polarization plan and/or frequency band.

2. On each spectrum analyzer the CSM repeatedly performs a number of measurements.

'Measurement' means, the spectrum analyzer gets some settings applied which are stored in

the measurement description, then a single sweep is performed and the trace data is

evaluated by the software. The measurement sequence always is performed as fast as

possible.

3. For each measurement one or more satellite channels are defined. For each channel the

software separates the trace points which are within the bandwidth of the channel and

processes them to a level reading for this channel. See section 'Measured Values' below for

more information.

4. To achieve C/N readings, the CSM measures noise similar to satellite channels and

calculates the C/N from the channel receive level and the noise level. Usually there is no 1:1

correspondence of channel and noise measurements. Noise measurements are used as

reference for several channels.

Below this concept and the structure of measurement definition data and result data is illustrated.
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Measured Values

The generic data measured by the CSM is the spectrum analyzer input level in the resolution

bandwidth of the actual measurement. To measure the level for a certain channel, the software

averages the spectrum trace points which are within the channel bandwidth. This averaging is

done based on the linear power values, rather than on the dBm readings. The result is

normalized to 1 Hz bandwidth by dividing it by the noise bandwidth corresponding to the actual

RBW settings of the spectrum analyzer. The value evaluated this way is the average noise
density in the channel's bandwidth. It is measured in dB/Hz.

Starting with the average noise density , the following values are computed by the software:

C/N0 --- as the ratio between the average noise densities of the channel and the noise

reference measurement.
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C/N --- as the C/N0 value multiplied with the channel bandwidth.

EIRP --- The satellite EIRP is estimated by multiplying the channel's average noise density

with it's bandwidth and then applying a calibration factor which is interpolated from a table

which contains the EIRP / receive level ratio as a function of frequency for each spectrum

analyzer input. You should consider that is an estimation not taking into account any

variations of the LNC gain or the atmospheric attenuation.

Noise Reference Measurements

The noise reference measurement is processed the same way as a channel measurement,

however it produces only the average noise density as a result. This is also the value the CSM

user interface displays for noise measurements.

Multiple channels may share the same noise reference measurement. Therefore it is principally

sufficient to perform one noise measurement for each spectrum analyzer input. Noise

measurements may be performed in the same sweep / measurement as the channel

measurement or as a separate measurement definition.

2.1.1 Defining Measurements and Channels

With the sat-nms CSM software, measurements are easily defined by setting the spectrum

analyzer interactively. This is a very convenient method as you see on the virtual display of the

spectrum analyzer what you are measuring. On the other hand, this method implies, that the

automated measurement cycle must be interrupted while measurements are defined / edited. To

change certain parameters of a measurement without occupying the spectrum analyzer, the

software additionally provides the Measurement Properties window .

A channel definition always is part of a measurement definition. Using the Interactive Spectrum

Analyzer window you operate the spectrum analyzer and make it show the channel or channels

you want to measure. In the spectrum you mark the channels to measure either graphically with

the mouse or you enter frequency and bandwidth numerically.

Assigning Noise Measurements

The CSM software requires each channel measurement to be assigned to a noise reference

measurement. A good initial point is to define one noise measurement for each spectrum analyzer

input. This is the minimum number of noise measurements required for reliable results. You

anyhow have to define the noise reference measurement before defining the channel which

refers to this noise measurement.

If you change or delete a noise reference measurement, the channels referring to this no longer

existing noise reference measurement stop producing data until they have been changed to

another noise reference.

Considering the Video Bandwidth

The CSM software averages the linear power readings (mW) within a channel to achieve the

average noise density . This is the mathematically correct method to evaluate this average.

The video filter of the spectrum analyzer usually filters / averages screen pixels, i.e. logarithmic

(dBm) values. This does not result in the correct average value. For this reason you should set

the video bandwidth to the maximum available value rather than for a smooth spectrum diagram.

To get reproducible results, the number of points averaged for one channel should not be less

than 30. By rule of thumb, the frequency span should be chosen that a channel is displayed with

at least one grid division width.
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at least one grid division width.

Considering Level Linearity Errors

The level readings of spectrum analyzers are subject to linearity errors. To minimize the influence

of this errors, you should observe the following:

Switch the input attenuator to 0 dB, if the level at the spectrum analyzer input allows this.

Set the reference level that the measured levels are not below the center line of the display.

Try to use similar level settings for the channel measurement and the noise measurement. For

example using a 2dB/div scale for the channel and a 10 dB/div scale for the noise measurement

may increase the impact of linearity errors.

Measuring C/W Signals

The method the sat-nms CSM software processes level readings is right for measuring noise and

digitally modulated signals. If you are measuring C/W signals or only slightly modulated signals

like satellite beacons, the displayed C/N is incorrect.

2.1.2 Naming Of Measurements

The CSM software names measurement definitions following a fixed scheme. A measurement

name is composed from the name of the selected spectrum analyzer input and the frequency

range spanned by the measurement. Example:

A measurement definition always is assigned to a certain spectrum analyzer, hence the spectrum

analyzer number does not appear explicitly in the measurement name.

2.1.3 Naming Of Channels

Channels are named by the sat-nms CSM software quite similar to measurements. The name is

composed of the spectrum analyzer input selection, the channel center frequency and a user

defined name. At the end, the number of the spectrum analyzer in the CSM is appended in order

to allow channel definitions from different spectrum analyzers to be named in the same way.

Usually, in conjunction with the sat-nms NMS software, you will choose the NMS channel identifier

as the user defined part of the channel name. Naming channels this way enables the software to

transfer the channel's state (OK = ON AIR, LOW = missing) to be transferred into the NMS

channel management. The software supports you in naming channels this way by a channel

import function which lets you copy a channel definition from the NMS to the CSM software.
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Channels which are used as a noise reference, are forced to channel names of the form "NRMxx"

where "xx" is a number in the range from 00 to 99. The correlation of channel measurements an

noise measurements is done along these special channel names.

2.1.4 Disk Storage

The CSM stores all persistent data into one directory. The diagram below explains how this

directory is structured into subdirectories and where the CSM stores which data.

traces --- The subdirectory 'traces' holds one file for each measurement. The files contain

the spectrum traces for each measurement. They get overwritten each time the

measurement gets repeated. The files contain binary data in a format optimized for

performance.

channels --- The subdirectory 'channels' contains the level history of all channels which are

measured by the CSM. For each channel a separate subdirectory exist, containing the data

files, one file per day. The files contain binary data in a format optimized for performance

and size.

1, 2, ... --- The subdirectories '1', '2', ... 'n' contain the measurement / channel definition

data. There is a separate directory for each spectrum analyzer in the CSM containing the

definition of the measurement to be done. The files are in plain text format, the meanings of

parameters and definitions in the files are easy to guess. However, you should not try to edit

measurement definition files manually.

csm.setup --- Finally, the is one file called 'csm.setup'. Also this file is in plain text format, it

describes the overall configuration of the CSM. The number of spectrum analyzers which are

managed by the software, how they are accessed by the CSM etc. Don't change this file

unless you know exactly what you are doing!

A running CSM produces a lot of measurement data. With a typical configuration, the CSM

measures four channels per second with each spectrum analyzer. Each measurement sample

consumes 16 bytes of disk space. Hence, the estimated disk usage for one spectrum analyzer is.
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16 * 4 * 60 * 60 * 24 * 365 = approx. 2 GB / year.

The CSM is preconfigured to delete automatically all files older than one year to avoid an disk

overflow. This memory depth is configurable in the 'csm.setup' file.

2.2 The Spectrum Analyzer List Window
The 'Spectrum Analyzer List' window is the general entry point for the CSM subsystem of the

software. It lists all spectrum analyzers managed by the CSM software and gives some

information about their actual state. At the same time, the 'Spectrum Analyzer List' window

provides buttons and menus to access all data presentation and configuration screens of the

CSM software.

The list displays one line for each spectrum analyzer. Normally the state of the spectrum analyzer

is RUNNING . This means the spectrum analyzer performs the programmed cyclic measurements.

If the state of the spectrum analyzer is PAUSED , it actually is used to make interactive

measurements. No automated measurements are made in this state. The 'remark' column in the

list shows the IP address of the computer which actually is controlling the spectrum analyzer. A

red FAULT mark in the line of a spectrum analyzer indicates, that there is a communication

problem with the device.

The toolbar of the 'Spectrum Analyzer List' window provides the following buttons / functions:

 --- Pressing this button stops (after a confirmation message) the automated

measurements for the selected spectrum analyzer and launches the 'Interactive Spectrum

Analyzer' window for this device. This window shows a simplified front panel of the spectrum

analyzer on the screen and lets you operate the device directly. When operating a spectrum

analyzer directly, you should consider the following:There are no automated measurements

with this spectrum analyzer while it is operated interactively. No data is gathered for the

channels normally measured by this spectrum analyzer. So, never forget to close the

'Interactive Spectrum Analyzer' window after you finished your manual measurements. Only

one operator at a time may access the spectrum analyzer. If another instance of the user

interface software already has opened an interactive window, you get a message that the

spectrum analyzer already is in use.

 --- Pressing this button opens the 'Measurement List window' for the selected spectrum

analyzer. The window shows a list of all measurements performed by the spectrum analyzer.

You use this window to change already existing measurement definitions, add channels,

delete channels etc.

 --- This button opens an instance of the 'Channel Status List' window . This window

shows a list of all actually measured channels in the CSM. The window provides means to

constrict the number of displayed channels to a filtered subset. The channels are shown with
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their actual level readings, numerically and graphically as a gauge display. The 'Channel

Status List' window is the entry point where to look into the history of a channel's level.

 --- Shows this help page.

2.3 The Measurement List Window
The 'Measurement List' window provides a list of all measurements defined for a certain spectrum

analyzer. From this list you may modify, duplicate or delete existing measurements an view the

spectrum of individual measurements.

The window shows the list of defined measurements sorted by measurement name, together with

a short overview of the channels contained in this measurement. Measurements which are

actually active (enabled) are printed black and marked with the 'running' icon. Disabled

measurements are grayed out and marked with a cross symbol.

The toolbar of the 'Measurement List' window provides the following buttons / functions:

 --- Shows the spectrum actually measured by this measurement in a Spectrum View

window. This lets you watch what the program actually is measuring without disturbing the

data acquisition in background.

 --- Changes the settings of the selected measurement by starting an Interactive Spectrum

Analyzer window for the spectrum analyzer owning the measurement. This interrupts the

automatic measurement sequence (the program asks for confirmation therefore) and sets

the spectrum analyzer to the settings stored for this measurement. You may change the

settings as needed and store the changed measurement again.

 --- Edits the parameters of the selected measurement by starting an Measurement

Properties window. This changes measurement parameters without interrupting the

measurement cycle.

 --- Deletes the selected measurement after a confirmation query. After a measurement

has been deleted it is no longer performed in the measurement cycle. The channels which

were contained in the measurement no longer produce new data. The data history of there

channels however is pertained until it is explicitly deleted. If a measurement containing a

noise channel is deleted, all channels referring to this noise measurement will stop producing

data.

 --- Rebuilds the displayed list. If you made changes to the measurement list (deleted a

measurement or added a new one), the changes become visible in the list after you click to

this update button.

 --- Shows this help page.

2.4 The Interactive Spectrum Analyzer Window
The 'Interactive Spectrum Analyzer' window brings you a simplified version of the spectrum
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analyzer's front panel to the display of your computer. The left part of the window shows the

spectrum analyzer display, the right part provides access to the basic spectrum analyzer

parameters. Compared to the handling of an spectrum analyzer at it's physical front panel there

are some differences:

If you enter numeric values, you have to terminate the entry with the ENTER key to send the

new value to the spectrum analyzer.

If you select slow sweep rates (explicitly or by coupled function), you can watch the progress

of the sweep at the physical spectrum analyzer display. To the CSM the spectrum analyzer

reports the new sweep data after the sweep has finished. Hence you will see at the CSM a

'frozen' with the previous sweep while the new sweep is running. After the sweep has

terminated, the display is updated.

The spectrum analyzer itself always operated in 'single sweep' mode. If you select

'continuous sweep', the software triggers a new sweep as soon as the data of the previous

sweep arrives. This is not as fast as the the continuous sweep mode at the analyzer's

physical front panel.

The display either shows the spectrum analyzer's marker or the channel definitions you

made for this measurement. Hence, to edit the measurement, you should switch off the

marker.

The toolbar of the 'Measurement List' window provides the following buttons / functions:

 --- Saves the measurement with the actual spectrum analyzer settings and channel

definitions. If you have modified an existing measurement and changed it's frequency range,

the measurement will be saved with a different name now. In this case the program asks if

you want to delete the previous measurement definition (this means to change the old

measurement into a new one) or not. Retaining the old measurement means to duplicate the

measurement definition, the CSM will perform the old and the new measurement as well. If

you duplicate a measurement, you should take care not to duplicate the channel definitions

by accident..ts Adds a new channel definition to the measurement. This new channel is

named 'new' and placed at the center frequency of the sweep.

 --- The text field shows the name of the actually selected channel. It is empty if no

channel is selected.

 --- Opens the channel properties dialog for the selected channel. This dialog lets you edit

the channel's name, frequency, bandwidth, level limits etc. .ts Deletes the actually

selected channel.

IP --- Resets the spectrum analyzer to initial settings (IP = Instrument Preset). The settings
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applied depend on the spectrum analyzer type. Usually the preset setting is full span,

10dB/div and all bandwidths set to AUTO.

 --- Prints out the spectrum analyzer screen.

 --- Shows this help page.

Channel editing

The 'Interactive Spectrum Analyzer' window not only operates the spectrum analyzer, it also lets

you edit the channel definitions which are part of the measurement. General tips how to define

measurements and channels are given in chapter 'Defining Measurements and Channels' .

Below, the basic editing steps are described:

Create a new channel by clicking to the 'new' button in the toolbar.

Click once to the channel in the spectrum to select it for editing or deleting.

Double click to a channel or use the toolbar button right beside the channel name field to

edit a channel. Both opens the Channel Properties Dialog for the selected channel.

Redefine the frequency range of a channel simply by dragging the mouse over the

channel's bandwidth in the spectrum. Step by step:

1. Hold down the CTRL key.

2. Point the mouse to left edge of the channel, press and hold the left mouse button.

3. Drag the mouse to the right edge of the channel while holding down the mouse button.

4. Release the mouse button.This is a very convenient way to define channels where you

do not have written information about frequency / bandwidth available.

Move a channel (the center frequency) by dragging it with the mouse. Step by step:

1. Hold down the SHIFT key.

2. Pick up the channel by clicking and holding down the mouse button.

3. Drag the mouse to the frequency you want and release the mouse button.

Remarks

If you do not see any channel definitions, verify if the marker is switched off.

If you change the frequency of an existing channel, the CSM will store the level of this

channel under a different name (the channel center frequency is part of it's name).

All channel definitions are part of the measurement they refer to. You must save the

measurement before you close the 'Interactive Spectrum Analyzer' window or any changes

are lost.

2.5 The Channel Properties Dialog
The 'Channel Properties Dialog' provides access to the parameters referring to a single channel.

You get the dialog by double clicking to a channel in the spectrum shown in an 'Interactive

Spectrum Analyzer' window or by clicking to the 'channel properties' toolbar button of that window.
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The channel parameters in the dialog are:

name  --- A name you should give the channel to identify the channel. This may be the

abbreviation of the program this channel carries or the channel ID defined by the satellite

provider.

center frequency --- The channel center frequency (MHz).

bandwidth --- The channel bandwidth (MHz) measured by the CSM. This bandwidth usually

is chosen slightly smaller than the bandwidth, the signal is allowed to use.

noise reference  --- The noise reference channel this channel uses for C/N evaluation.

Each channel must have a noise reference measurement assigned, even if you don't intend

to use the C/N or C/No values calculated by the software. The noise reference channel must

have been defined before  you define the channel which is using it.

use this channel as a noise reference  --- Check this mark, if you want this channel to be

a noise reference measurement for other channels. The name of the channel is forced to

'NOISE' in this case and you are not able to select a noise reference for the noise reference

channel itself.

check  --- With this parameter you select, in which way the software shall apply limit checks

to the measured values. The selected value at the same time is that one which the bar graph

in the channel list displays and the value shown in the channel live chart. The behavior is

slightly different for normal channels and noise reference channels. With the latter, the

'check' parameter is forced to 'C/N0'. The software checks the noise density value for each

noise channel against the limits. With normal channels, you have the following choices:

NONE --- Switches off limit checks. The bar graph in the channel list and channel live

chart shows the C/N0 value in this case. You should set the limits to reasonable values

even if you choose NONE. The reference value of the bar graph display is derived from

the limits (see below).

C/N0 --- Checks and displays the measured C/N0 value, the limits have to be defined in

terms of C/N0.

C/N --- Checks and displays the measured C/N value, the limits have to be defined in

terms of C/N.

EIRP --- Checks and displays the measured satellite EIRP value, the limits have to be

defined in terms of EIRP.

.ns low limit / hi limit Enter here the limit values the software shall apply. Also the software
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offsets the bar graph display to make (low-limit + hi-limit)/2  being 50% of the bar. For this reason

the limit values should be set even if no limit checking will be used.

2.6 The Measurement Properties Window
The 'Measurement Properties' window lets you edit the spectrum analyzer parameters of a

measurement and the channel definitions associated to the measurement without interrupting the

spectrum analyzer's measurement cycle. You get the 'Measurement Properties' window from the

'Channel Status List' window or from the 'Measurement List' window by selecting an item and then

clicking to the properties icon in the toolbar.

The left column of fields represent the settings of the spectrum analyzer. Unlike at the interactive

spectrum view, changes you make here are not verified by the spectrum analyzer. Hence you

should not change settings like the resolution bandwidth or the dB/div scaling unless you are

absolutely sure that the spectrum analyzer will accept the values you enter. The measurement

might give unpredictable results if you force the spectrum analyzer to invalid settings.

In the left column the window shows a list of the channels already defined for this measurement

and below the fields defining the actually highlights channel. The meaning and the layout of

these fields is exactly the same as in the Channel Properties Dialog described above.

The three buttons below the channel list control the editing of channel definitions:

ADD --- Adds a new channel definition to the list. The newly defined channel is called 'new'

and occupies about 60% of the span width at it's center.
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DELETE --- Deletes the actually selected channel from the list if you acknowledge the

program's call back.

ACCEPT --- Accepts any changes you made to the selected channel definition. Such

changes are discarded by the program if you select another channel to edit, save the

measurement or close the window before you clicked to 'ACCEPT'.

The 'Measurement Properties' window keeps all changes temporary until you click to the 'SAVE'

button at the bottom of the window. This writes the measurement definition to the CSM server's

database. The CSM server will use the changes settings with the next measurement cycle.

2.7 The Channel Status List Window
The 'Channel Status List' window shows a list of all actually measured channels in the CSM. The

window provides means to constrict the number of displayed channels to a filtered subset. The

channels are displayed with their actual level readings, numerically and graphically as a gauge

display. The 'Channel Status List' window is the entry point where to look into the history of a

channel's level.

The toolbar of the 'Channel Status List' window provides the following buttons / functions:

 --- Shows the spectrum actually measured for the selected channel in a Spectrum View

window. This lets you watch what the program actually is measuring without disturbing the

data acquisition in background.

 --- Shows the level history of the selected channel in a 'Channel History Chart'  window.

This window creates graphical reports from the CSM level history database.

 --- Opens a 'Channel Live Chart' window for the selected channel. This window shows up

to 24 minutes of the recent level history with an automatic update of the display.

 --- Changes the settings of the measurement containing the selected channel by starting

an 'Interactive Spectrum Analyzer' window for the spectrum analyzer owning the

measurement. This interrupts the automatic measurement sequence (the program asks for

confirmation therefore) and sets the spectrum analyzer to the settings stored for this

measurement. You may change the settings as needed and store the changed

measurement again.

 --- Edits the parameters of the selected measurement by starting an Measurement

Properties window. This changes measurement parameters without interrupting the

measurement cycle.

 --- Deletes (after a confirmation query) all stored data for the selected channel. This does

only delete stored data, not the channel / measurement definition. In order to avoid that the

CSM immediately stores new data for the channel after you deleted the history, you probably

want to delete the channel's definition in the measurement first.

 --- If you enter a piece of text in the search/ filter field, the list shows only those channels

which contain the text fragment in their name. You have to click to the re-load button to make

changes in the search/filter field become effective.
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 --- Shows this help page.

2.8 The Channel History Chart
The 'Channel History Chart' window retrieves stored data from the CSM channel level history

database and presents this data as a diagram. The time range to be displayed and the scale of

the diagram are adjustable.

When opened, the 'Channel History Chart' window shows the recent 24 hours of the selected

channel with a 1 dB/div scale. The diagram always is centered to the average value of the

displayed interval.

The toolbar of the 'Channel History Chart' window provides the following buttons / functions:

 --- Scrolls one half screen to the past.

 --- Shows the recent history.

 --- Scrolls one half screen to the future.

date  --- The time / date shown at the left edge of the diagram. You may enter arbitrary

values here, the program tries to guess the date format you are using. The best way is to

use the ISO time format: YYYY-MM-DD. You mast click to the 'reload' button at the toolbar to

make the program take on the new value.

time scale  --- With this field you select the time scale value of the diagram. Possible values

are 1 min/div, 5 min/div, 15 min/div, 30 min/div, 1 h/div, 2 h/div, 6 h/div and 24 h/div.

y-value  --- Selects the measurement value to be displayed (C/N0, C/N or EIRP). If the

channel you are watching is a noise reference channel, only one selection (NOISE) is

available. If you select the data source which has been configured in the channel's definition

to be compared against the limit values, the valid range is marked as a dark green belt in the

diagram.

averaging --- Selects the averaging method used when the CSM server collects the data

from the database and preprocesses it for the presentation (AVG, MIN or MAX). Creating a

diagram over 24 days involves up to 10MB stored measurement data. The CSM server

compresses this data to a reasonable number of data points before the diagram information

is sent to the user interface following the selected method.

level scale  --- With this field you select the level scale value of the diagram. Possible values

are 0.5 dB/div, 1 dB/div, 2 dB/div and 5 dB/div. The diagram always is centered to the

average value of the data points in the time interval shown. A label in the lower left corner of

the diagram reports this value.

 --- Requests the diagram data again from the CSM server. Use this button if entered a
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new value into the time field or if you want to include recent measurements which have been

made since the diagram has been drawn the last time.

 --- Sends the diagram to the printer using the actually selected time interval and scaling.

You must have installed a local or network printer on the computer you're running the CSM

user interface to make use of this.

 --- Shows this help screen.

You should consider that researching over a longer time interval forces the CSM server to

process a large amount of data. To create a 24 day report, typically 10MB of data has to be

processed. Depending on the speed of the CSM server computer in may take some seconds until

you get the result.

2.9 The Channel Live Chart
The 'Channel Live Chart' window shows up to 24 minutes of the recent level history of a channel.

When opened, the window starts with an empty diagram which gets filled with the actual level

values for this channel. When the diagram is completely filled, the contents moves to the left like

a strip chart.

The 'Channel Live Chart' window uses fixed diagram scales: the time axis always is scaled ad 1

min/div, the level axis with 1 dB/div. The diagram is centered to the average of the values

measured in the displayed time range. The green label at the lower left corner of the diagram

shows the absolute level value corresponding to the middle line of the display grid.

The diagram shows the level value which has been selected for comparison against the limit

values in the channel definition. If there is no limit check configured for this channel, the C/N0

value is displayed. With noise channels, always the measured noise density (noise power in 1 Hz

bandwidth) is displayed. The valid range of levels is marked as a green belt in the diagram.

2.10 The Spectrum View
The 'Spectrum View' window lets you watch the spectrum, the CSM actually measures for a

certain measurement definition. When the window gets opened, it shows the recently scanned

spectrum of the selected measurement with the measurement's channel definitions marked in the

screen. Every time the CSM performs this measurement again, the screen gets updated

automatically. The CSM's measurement sequence continues while the spectrum is displayed,

there is no interruption like with the ' Interactive Spectrum Analyzer Window '.
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If you launched the 'Spectrum View' window from the channel status list, the selected channel

gets highlighted in the spectrum as shown in the example above.
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